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Convert your PDF, HPGL, DWF, DXF, TIFF, JPEG files to DWG, DXF, JPEG and PDF.
Convert images. Save as DXF, DWG, JPEG and PDF. Convert raster images as circles, arcs or
horizontal line areas. Extract raster images from PDF, HPGL, DWF, DXF, TIFF files. Use the text
OCR module to convert text into numeric characters. Caculate X, Y, Z coordinates of circles and
arcs. Set Print2CAD Product Key to automatically optimize text heights. Tag PDF, HPGL, DWF,
DXF, TIFF, JPEG files. Edit raster text in documents. Add new DWG page. Save drawings from
the DWF file to the DWG file. Enforce the limits of the coordinate system. Set Print2CAD to
automatically scale drawing entities. Print drawings to DXF, DWG, JPEG, PDF, ASCII files.
Export drawings as DXF, DWG, PNG, BMP, AI, EMF and EPS files. Use advanced tools to draw
circles, arcs, lines and text. Create new objects on the drawing screen. Draw objects with userdefined layers. Randomize object colors for each layer. Write layers and comments in drawings.
Output all text objects as a separate file. Output all drawings as a separate file. Create graphics at
the mouse cursor position. Convert the graphics according to the coordinate system in settings.
Output graphics as a separate file. Output graphics as EPS files. Convert graphics as a separate
file. Print the converted graphics to the specified directory. Convert all drawings. Open the
Print2CAD help file by pressing F1. Lock the tool during conversion. Switch between rich text
mode and straight text mode. Start a batch conversion of drawings. Apply a batch processing to the
entire Print2CAD window. Fill the Print2CAD window with a background color. Assign a
foreground and background color. Convert drawings to the HPGL format and save as HPGL files.
Convert drawings to the PDF format and save as PDF files. Convert drawings to the DWF format
and save as DWF files. Convert drawings to the DWFx format and save as DWFx files. Convert
drawings to
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* Converts a variety of drawings files * Converts PDF documents * Works with images like JPG,
TIFF, PNG and GIF * Tasks like page layout and copy images * Supports a variety of output
formats like DXF, DWG, PDF, CS, JPG, TIFF, PS, EPS and PNG * Supports single page and
multiple page settings. * Supports customizing output settings. * Saves history. * Layers drawing
objects together so that selected objects are on their own layer. * Can convert from source file to
image before the conversion. * Fast, simple and clean interface. * Choose the desired output from
a variety of formats including DWG, DXF, PDF, JPEG, TIFF, PNG, EPS, PS, JPG, BMP, GIF
and SVG. * You can choose to convert the selected drawing on a single page or multiple pages. *
Customize your output options. * Save all the history of the files. * Excellent user interface. * The
drawings can be saved on paper, in paper format or in vector format. * The desktop version of the
program can be used as a portable app. * Runs smoothly. * Supports multiple languages. * Works
in the following languages: English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Thai. *
Supports all major operating systems: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10,
Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012
R2, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2019 R2, Windows 8,
Windows 7, XP, Vista and Mac OS X. Features: * Vectorize raster images, convert raster images
as a group of lines and "solid" entities, extract raster pictures and place them as references in
drawings, as well as fiddle with expert options. * Customize your output options. * Layers
drawings objects together so that selected objects are on their own layer. * Convert from source
file to image before the conversion. * A variety of output formats supported. * Supports single
page and multiple page settings. * Fast, simple and clean interface. * Selection of drawing files. *
Import documents from Google Drive and OneDrive. * Support for IMAGEMAGICK and GD
libraries. * Saves history. * Layers drawing objects together so that selected 09e8f5149f
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Print2CAD is a multifunctional utility that lets you convert all kinds of drawing files, documents,
images and PDF files to Adobe PDF, DWF and DWG formats. The tool is equipped with intuitive
interface and an extensive number of functions and options. You will be able to convert almost any
kind of file to Adobe DWG, DXF and PDF. Printing to 3D printers is also supported. The latest
version of Print2CAD supports the following file formats: - Adobe PDF, - Adobe DWF
(Architecture), - Adobe DXF (Architecture), - PDF, - DWG (architecture), - DXF (architecture), PSD (Photoshop), - TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), - JPEG (Jpeg), - AutoCAD, - Visio, - Pxls
Print2CAD Help: Print2CAD is a multifunctional utility that lets you convert all kinds of drawing
files, documents, images and PDF files to Adobe PDF, DWF and DWG formats. Print2CAD
Description: Print2CAD is a multifunctional utility that lets you convert all kinds of drawing files,
documents, images and PDF files to Adobe PDF, DWF and DWG formats. The tool is equipped
with intuitive interface and an extensive number of functions and options. You will be able to
convert almost any kind of file to Adobe DWG, DXF and PDF. Printing to 3D printers is also
supported. The latest version of Print2CAD supports the following file formats: - Adobe PDF, Adobe DXF (architecture), - DWG (architecture), - DXF (architecture), - PSD (Photoshop), TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), - JPEG (Jpeg), - AutoCAD, - Visio, - Pxls Print2CAD Help:
Print2CAD is a multifunctional utility that lets you convert all kinds of drawing files, documents,
images and PDF files to Adobe PDF, DWF and DWG formats. Print2CAD Description:
Print2CAD is a multifunctional utility that lets you convert all kinds of drawing files, documents,
images and PDF files to Adobe PDF, DWF and DWG formats. The tool is equipped with intuitive

What's New in the Print2CAD?
Print2CAD is a powerful PDF, HPGL, AutoCAD file, image & TIFF to DWG / DXF/PDF tool
that can be used to: ■ Extract any image from its original format, ■ Convert images and PDF files
to DWG / DXF / PDF and Image to PDF, and ■ Convert any raster image to vector with hundreds
of features, as well as align photos to vector. ■ Convert on-screen drawings to DWG / DXF / PDF;
■ Convert over 10,000+ drawings/artworks to DWG/DXF/PDF; ■ Create any PDF object from
any supported file; ■ Convert over 300+ known DWF, DWG, DXF files to DWG; ■ Import
nearly any image to vector; ■ Import EPS files or JPG / PNG / TIFF to vector; ■ Import any
image or PDF file to any supported format; ■ Convert a huge list of over 2,000+ software to
DWG / DXF; ■ Convert a huge list of over 2,000+ catalogs/shelf lists to DWG / DXF; ■ Convert
pictures to vector; ■ Import a huge list of over 14,000+ files to DWG / DXF. Print2CAD is a tool
for converting and managing files of any format to PDF or DWG. It makes it possible to convert
from any source format into any compatible output format, and vice versa, without having to save
it. Print2CAD's efficient functionality makes it possible to quickly convert any file to DWG, an
almost universal electronic file format. It can help you to convert EPS files, PSD, XML, HTML,
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TXT, RTF, TXTMilk, DV, ISO, DICOM, MPEG2, TIFF, JPEG, GIF, PNG, PCX, BMP, PICT,
EMF, GEO, SWF, MIF, MTP, MNG, GIF-7, JPG, PS, SVG, WMF, ICO, CUR, CR2, JP2, PGM,
PPM, PDF, DPX, FITS, PFR, PCA, PGA, HDR, RAS, ARC, PS2, ARA, DS1, DS2, CAT, RDS,
DGN, CGM, STK, COB, PCD, BMP2, AI, VDA, E
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel i5-6500 or AMD equivalent Memory: 8 GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 or ATI HD 5870, 2GB RAM or equivalent Storage: 12 GB
available space DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended:
Processor: Intel i5-7500 or AMD equivalent Memory: 16 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060
6GB
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